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Absolutely parallel grammars are defined, and it is shown that the family of languages 
generated is equal to the family of languages generated by two-way deterministic 
finite-state transducers (abbreviated 2ft). Furthermore it is shown that this family forms 
a full AFL closed under substitution. It is shown that the family of languages generated 
by two-way nondeterministic finite-state transducers is equal to the family of checking 
automata l nguages and that it properly contains the family of languages generated by 
2ft. 
INTRODU CT1ON 
Recently there has been an extensive investigation of different types of context- 
sensitive grammars with the context scattered through the whole word. (See [10], [13], 
etc.) This paper defines a new class of grammars, called absolutely parallel grammars, 
belonging to this category. A particular feature of this grammar making it worthwhile is 
that it describes in simple terms all languages generated by two-way finite-state 
transducers, which in turn play an important role in the general understanding to 
two-way deterministic machines [1]. 
The paper is divided into five sections. In the first two sections, we present defini- 
tions of two-way deterministic finite-state transducers and absolutely parallel gram- 
mars. In addition, these sections contain some technical emmas. The equality of the 
two corresponding families of languages i established in the third section. 
In the fourth section, the family of absolutely parallel languages is shown to be a 
full AFL  [4]. 
* This paper is derived in part from a dissertation [14] submitted in partial fulfillment of the 
requirements for the Ph.D. degree in mathematics at Case Western Reserve University. A 
preliminary version of this paper appeared in the Proc. Third Ass. Comput. Much. Syrup. Theory 
Computing, Shaker Heights, Ohio, May 1971. 
* Present address: Research Institute of Mathematical Machines, Loretanske n. 3, Prague 1, 
Czechoslovakia. 
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In the fifth section, the output languages of the nondeterministic two-way finite-state 
transducers are shown to be the same as the languages accepted by the family of 
checking automata [8]. The absolutely parallel languages over a one-letter alphabet 
are shown to be regular, and therefore they form a proper subfamily of the checking 
automaton languages; hence the deterministic and nondeterministic two-way finite- 
state transducers differ in their generative power. 
I. Two-WAY FINITE-STATE TRANSDUCERS 
In this section we shall define two-way finite-state transducers, both deterministic 
and nondeterministic ones, and provide the necessary notation. 
Intuitively, a two-way nondeterministic finite-state transducer consists of an input 
tape, finite control, and output tape. The control can see at most one letter on each side 
of the input pointer, which can be moved back and forth. Furthermore, it can insert 
a word on the end of the output tape. These actions are specified by move-rules. Each 
move-rule tells exactly the situation in which it applies, i.e., the state of the finite 
control, possibly the letters on one or both sides of the input pointer, and the action 
to be taken, i.e., the move of the pointer, the new state of the finite control, and the 
word added to the end of the output tape. 
It has proved expedient o depart from the familiar practice of scanning the input 
tape with a reading head that can see only one symbol at a time. It is clear, however, 
that the present results concerning enerated languages apply also to the formulation 
with a reading head. A similar remark applies to the omission of endmarkers. 
This completes the informal description. We now proceed formally. For this purpose 
we use infinite alphabets K, X, and Y of symbols called states, input symbols, and 
output symbols, respectively, and a symbol 1" ~ K k) X u Y, called the pointer. 
DEFINITION 1.1. A configuration is any triple (p, x 1" x', w) where p ~ K, x and 
x' ~ X*, and w c Y*. A move-rule is any 5-tuple/z = (p, a ]" b, q, a 1 ~' bl ,  y) where p 
and q ~ K, a and b ~ X u {A}, ab = albl, and y ~ Y*. [A denotes the empty word.] 
A two-way nondeterministic f nite-state transducer (abbreviated 2nft) is a triple F = 
(M, s, K1) where M is a finite set of move-rules, s c K, and K 1 is a finite set of states. 
State s is called the start state; the states of K 1 are called accepting states. We denote by 
K r , XF,  and Yv the finite sets of states, input symbols and output symbols, respec- 
tively, that are explicitly mentioned in the description of a particular 2nft F. 
For fixed 2nftF  = (M, s, kl) , for any move-rule /z E M and configurations U, 
V, U v---, V iff there exist x, x' ~ XF* and z E Yv* such that U = (p, xa t bx', z) and 
V ~ (q, xa 1 ~ blx' , zy). Then U ~---M V iff there exists /~ ~ 3/I such that U ~---, V. 
~-M is the reflexive and transitive closure of b---M 9 If  U 0 b--- M U 1 ~---M "" Uk-1 ~---M Uk, 
then and only then U 0 ~--M ~" U~. 
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If (s, l'x, A) ~-M (P, X~', y) with p e/s  we say x is accepted by F and y is generated 
by F (denoted also y eF(x)). 
The accepted language ofF  is the set 2](F) of all words accepted byF.  
The generated language ofF  is the set F(F) of all words generated by F. 
It is clear in view of [12] that the accepted languages for 2nft are regular. The gener- 
ated languages will be described in greater detail in the third and fourth sections. 
DEFINITION 1.2. A two-way (deterministic) finite-state transducer (abbreviated 2ft) 
is a 2nft F = (M, s,/s with the following restrictions on the set of move-rules: 
(i) For each configuration U, there exists at most one move-rule /z e M 
such that for some V, U ~--, V. 
(ii) No move-rule of the form (p, a ~' b, q, a 1 ~ b 1 , y) has p e K 1 . 
With these restrictions it is obvious that to each accepted word there corresponds a 
unique generated word. 
It is easy to show that the family of languages generated by 2ft and 2nft are equal 
to the analogous families of [1] and [2]. 
The remainder of this section is devoted to the definitions of some useful notions 
related to 2ft and to the derivation of some technical results concerning them. 
DEFINITION 1.3. A left 2ft and 2nft E =- (N, t,L) is analogous to 2ft and 2nft, 
respectively, with the following difference: 
x is accepted and y is generated by E iff (t, ~x, A) ~-~ (p, ~x,y) where p eL.  
LEMMA 1.1. The families of languages generated by 2ft and left 2ft are equal. 
Proof. Let F = (M, s,/s be a 2ft. Then construct a left 2ft E = (N, s, {r}) 
where Xe = XF t3 {r $},1 KE : gp v3 {q, r), YE : YF and 
N = M t.) {(s, 1'r s,r A)} t_) {(p, 1'$, q, 1'8, A) ]p z/s 
v {(q, at, q, ~a, A) [ a e Xe} v {(q, r r, ~r A)}. 
Then 2~(E) = {r 9 27(F) .{$}. Xe* and F(E) = F(F). 
Analogously, given a left 2ft E = (N, t, L) construct a 2ft F = (M, t, {r}) where 
X v = XeC){r , $}, KF = KeC){q,r}, Yr = Yeand 
M = N u {(s, 1'r s, r A)} u {(p, r q, r A) [p eL} 
tJ {(q, l'a, q, a ~', A) ] a e Xe} L) {(q, 1'$, r, $ ~, A)}. 
Then 2(F) ---- {r 9 2](E) .{$} and F(F) = r(E). 
x The symbol ~u differs from the standard set-theoretic notation. Used in the statement of 
the form A = Ax~uA=~o"'wAn it means A = AtuA sw. . .~A,  and simultaneously 
A1, A2 ..... A~ are mutually disjoint. It will be frequently used in various constructions. 
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DEFINITION 1.4. A normalized left 2ft is a left 2ft F = (M, s, {r}) such that 
(i) each move-rule is of the form (p, ta, q, at, y) or (p, a]', q, ta, y) with a =/= A, 
denoted R(p, a, q, y) or L(p, a, q, y), respectively. 
(ii) K F • K F and Yr are mutually disjoint. 
LEMMA 1.2. There exists an effective procedure to find for each left 2ft F a normalized 
left 2ft F' such that F(F) = I"(F'). 
Proof. Let F = (M, s, K1) be a left 2ft. Without loss of generality we can assume 
K 1 contains one state only, namely K 1 = {r}. (This follows easily from the proof of 
Lemma 1.1; given a left 2ftF" = (M", s, K"), we can construct a 2f tF '  = (M', s, {r'}) 
and finally another left 2ft F = (M, s, {r}) such that / ' (F" )  = I'(F') = I'(F).) 
Our task here is to construct a new left 2ft F '  = (M', s, {r}) in such a way that each 
move-rule in M is simulated by new move-rules of the type R(p, a, q, y) andL(p, a, q, y). 
All information ecessary for this simulation must be carried by the new states. Hence 
let XF, = XF, YF' = Yv and 
Ky  =KFu(K  F •  u (K~ • X F •  •  •  r • 
Then note that the set of the state symbols K~ can be spilt into two disjoint parts 
K~ = K L W KR,  where K L = {p I (P, at, q, am t bx, Y) E M} (K L can be called the 
set of left-looking states) and KR = KF -- KL (can be called the set of right-looking 
states). We immediately note that i fF  is deterministic and p ~ KL,  then no move-rule 
of the type (p, tb, q, al ~ bl , y) 9 M. The simulation of move-rules with left-looking 
states differs from the simulation of move-rules with right-looking states in order to 
preserve determinism of the 2ft. 
Each move-rule t* c M will be replaced by a set of move-rules of the desired type 
(in the following, a, b ~ XF): 
(i) I fp~KLandlz ~- (p,a ~b,q, abt, y),(p,a tb, q, tab, y), or (p,a tb, q,a tb,y), 
then 
M, = {L(p, a, (p, B), A), R((p, B), a, (p, a), ~), R((p, a), b, q, y)}, 
{L(p, a, (p, B), ,~), R((p, B), a, (p, a), )t), R((p, a), b, (p, a, B), A), 
L((p, a, B), b, (p, a, b), A), L((p, a, b), a, q, y)}, or 
{r(p, a, (p, B), )t), R((p, B), a, (p, a), )~), 
R((p, a), b, (p, a, B), A), L((p, a, B), b, q, y)}, 
respectively. 
(ii) I fpeKRand/x  =(p,a  tb, q, abt, y),(p,a tb, q, tab, y),or(p,a tb, q,a tb, y), 
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then 
M,  = {R(p, b, (p, B), A), L((p, B), b, (p, b), A), 
L((p, b), a, (p, b, B), A), R((p, b, B), a, (p, a, b), A), R((p, a, b), b, q, y)}, 
{R(p, b, (p, B), A), L((p, B), b, (p, b), A), L((p, b), a, q, y)}, or 
{R(p, b, (p, B), A), L((p, B), b, (p, b), A), 
L((p, b), a, (p, b, B), h), R((p, b, B), a, q, y)}, 
respectively. 
(iii) Ift~ -~ (p,a~,q, at, y), (p, ~b,q, tb, y), or (p, ~',q, ~',y), then 
M,  = {L(p, a, (p, B), A), R((p, B), a, q, y)}, 
{R(p, b, (p, B), h), L((p, B), b, q, y)}, or 
{R(p, b, (p, B), a), r((p, B), b, q, y) [ b ~ X~}, 
respectively. (Note that for the last type of move-rule, the construction is suitable 
strictly for the left 2ft only, because for any left 2ft F, if x ~ 2(F), then also xa ~ 2(F) 
for any a ~ Xr  and the same word is generated.) 
(iv) For all other/z ~ M, let 3//, = {/z}. 
Then let M'  = 0,~M M,  which completes the construction of F'. 
It is clear that F '  is a normalized left 2ft. To show F(F) = F(F'), note that the 
following statements are easily verified: 
(a) I f (p ,  x ~ x', w) ~---M (q, Y ~ Y', w') where p and q e K~ , then 
(p, x '~ x', w) ~-M' (q, Y ~ Y', w'). 
(b) If (p, x ~ x', w) t----M' Vl t----M . . . .  I---- M, Vk t----m, (q, y ~ y', w' ) where p and 
q E K F and the states of V 1 ..... V k are in Kr, -- KI~ , then (p, x ~ x', w) ~---M(q,Y ?Y', W'). 
We are now in the position to introduce a concept which plays a key role in some of 
the proofs later: 
DEFINITION 1.5. Let F = (M, P0, K1) be a left 2ft and let us have a finite sequence 
of configurations (U 0 .... , Un) such that U o = (Po, '~xy, A), U~ = (Pn, '~xy, wn) with 
Pn ~ K1, Ui ~---., Ui+l and/*i = (Pi , ai ~ bi , Pi+l , ci ~ di , zi). Then we can divide 
all configurations into two disjoint classes according to the position of the pointer 
in relation to the boundary between x and y: 
U i ~ l iff Ui = (Pi, xi ~ xi'y, wi) and 
Ui ~ p iff Ui = (Pi, xyi ~ Yi', Wi) where Yi :# A. 
For the purpose of simpler notation, we shall assume U_I, U,~+I ~ I. 
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Then for each i define Pi(x ~y) in the following way: 
(i) P,(x ~ y) -- zi iff Ui , Vi+ 1 E l, 
(ii) P~(x ~ y) = p~ iff U,_a , Ui E l, U~+~ p, 
(iii) P~(x ~ y) = p,+~ iff U, e p, Ui+~, U~+2 ~ l, 
(iv) Pi(x ~' y) = A in all other cases. 
Then L(x ~ y) = Po(x ~ y) " P~(x ~ y) "" Pn-~(X ~ y) is called the left part of compu- 
tation on xy. Intuitively, L(x ~ y) consists of those pieces of the output word which are 
generated while the pointer moves within the word x, including its boundary. These 
pieces are separated by the state symbols of the states which are assumed by the finite 
control while entering the word x nontrivially (i.e., for at least one complete move-rule) 
or leaving it nontrivially (i.e., after at least one complete move-rule within x). Note 
that the states in which the pointer touches the boundary of x from the left and 
immediately departs back to the right are explicitly excluded. 
Observe the following properties of L(x I' y): 
Observation 1.1. All left parts of computation are of the form L(x ~ y) = 
Woplp2w2pap, ... p2n_lp2,w2, , where wi ~ Ye*, Pi ~ KF, n >~ O. Moreover i :#j implies 
P iv  ~ Pi (Otherwise 2ft F "loops" and xy is not an accepted word, hence L(x ~ y) is 
not defined.) 
For the relation of the two neighboring left parts of computation, suppose that 
y ~-- ay' where a eX~.  Then L(xa ~y') = WoVlW2%... V2n_lW2n, where vi = 
Wi,lqlq2wi.2q3q4 ... q2m_lq2mwi.2m with qi ~ KF , wi,j ~ YF*, m ~ O, and j :# k implies 
qj 4:qk. 
2. ABSOLUTELY PARALLEL GRAMMARS 
In this section, we shall define absolutely parallel grammars and provide the neces- 
sary notation. 
DEFINITION 2.1. An absolutely parallel grammar (abbreviated apg) is any 4-tuple 
G ---- (N, T, S, P) where N and T are disjoint finite sets of symbols, S ~ N, and P 
is a finite set of productions ~of the form (A 1 ,..., A~) -+ (yl ,..., y~) with A i ~ N and 
Yi ~ (N t3 T)*. Here N, T and S are called the nonterminal alphabet, terminal alphabet 
and start symbol, respectively. For any production of the above form, we speak of 
(A a ..... A,) and (Ya ..... Yn) as the left side and right side, respectively. 
Then w ~ w' iff w = ulAlu~A 2 " "  unAnun+ 1 and w' ~- UlYlU~y2 " '"  u~y~un+l , 
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where ui ~ T*. For any set of productions P, w =~e w' iff there exists ~r ~ P such that 
w =~ w'. Again *~e is the reflexive and transitive closure of =~e. If  
W 0 : :>p W 1 ::*'p  9  =~p W k , 
then and only then w 0 =>e k w k . 
I f  S *~e w ~ T*, then w is word derived by G. The language generated by an apg G 
is the set A(G) of all words derived by G. Moreover define AS(G) = {w[ S *~e w}. 
The family of languages generated by an apg is called the family of absolutely parallel 
languages (apl). 
As an example, consider the apg G = ({S}, {a, b, e), S, P) where P consists of the 
productions (S) ~ (SSS), (S, S, S) --~ (Sa, Sb, Sc), (S, S, S) --+ (A, A, h). Then the 
language generated by this grammar is A(G) = {aibici]i >~ 0}. 
An apg of a special form will play an important role: 
DEFINITION 2.2. An apg G = (N, T, S, P)  is in indexed form iff 
(i) For each production (A x ,..., An) ~ (Yl .... ,Yn), i :~ j  implies A iva  A t . 
(ii) For each two productions (A 1 ,..., An)--~ (Yl ,..., Yn) and (B~ ,..., B,n)--~ 
(zl ,..., zm) either A 1 ... An = B1 "'" B,~, or for each i, j, Ai va B~.. 
(iii) For each production (A 1 ..... An)--+ (Yl ,...,Yn), S does not occur in 
Yl "'" Yn 9 
LEM~. 2.1. There exists an effective procedure to find for each apg G an apg G' 
in the indexed form such that A( G) = A( G'). 
Proof. Let G = (N, T, S, P). For every production ~r E P of the form 
(A 1 ..... A,)  -+ (Yl ,..., Yn), where Yl "'" Yn = ZlBxZ~B2 "'" z,,Bmzm+a with Bi ~ N, 
zi ~ T*, define l(zr) = A 1 ' "  An,  r(~r) = B 1 "" Bin. Then let Y = {fl ] there exists 
~r ~ P such that fl = l(~-) or fl = r(~r)}. Then obviously Yis finite. Let k = max{] fl [ [ fl ~ Y} 
Then for the production zr construct a new production 7r' replacing each nonterminal 
Ai and Bj by the triple (Ai,  i, l(~r)) and (B~. ,j, r(~r)), respectively. In this way we can 
get an apg satisfying the condition (i) and (ii) of the Def. 2.2. 
The condition (iii) alone can be satisfied very easily by introducing anew start symbol 
S'  and adding a new production of the type (S') --+ (S) where S is the old starting 
symbol. 
More formally, let G' = (N', T, S', P'), where N '  = (N • (1,..., k} x Y) v {S'}. 
For each production zr of the above form, let h be the homomorphism over N '  u T 
such that h((Bj,j,r(zr)))= B~. ( j  = 1,...,m) and h(a)= a for a e T. Now let 
9 r' = ((At,  1, l(~r)),..., (A , ,  n,/(It))) ~ (Yl',...,Y,') where (Yl', .... Yn') satisfies the 
following conditions: 
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(i) h(y{)=y~ (i = 1,...,n) and 
(ii) Yl' "" Y,' = za(Bx, 1, rot))"" z,~(Bm, m, r(rr)) z,~+~. 
Finally let P '  = {,r' ] ~r ~ P} w {(S') --~ ((S, 1, S))). 
Then G' is apg in the indexed form. 
To prove A(G) ~ A(G'), first we can show 
S ~v~ wlBxwzB 2 "'" wnB~,w~,+l where w i ~ T*, B i E N, iff 
(S, 1, S) ~. ,  w~(B~, 1 BIB2"" Bn) w2(B 2, 2, BIB2"'" Bn) "" w.(B,, n, BaB2"" Bn) wn+~ 
by induction on k. 
From this w ~ A(G) iff S *v  w ~ T* and this is true iff S'  *~p, (S, 1, S) ~'v' w e T* 
and this holds iff w ~ A(G'). Hence A(G') = A(G) which proves the Lemma. 
To illustrate briefly the generative power of apg, let us introduce the following 
definition and lemma: 
DEFINITION 2.3. A context-free grammar (abbreviated cfg) is any 4-tuple G = 
(N, T, S, P), where N and T are disjoint finite sets of symbols, S ~ N, and P is a 
finite set of productions of the form ~- = A --~ y with A ~ N, y E (N U T)*. w =>~ w' 
iff w = uAv, w' = uzv with uv E (N w T)*. w ~v w' iff there exists 7r ~ P such that 
w ~= w'. *=-p is the reflexive and transitive closure of ~v-  I f  zo o =~v wl =~v "" ~v wk, 
then and only then w 0 ~v~ w k . A context-free language (abbreviated eft) is A(G) = 
{w [ S *~v w ~ T*}, where G is a cfg of the above form. 
A cfg is called nonexpansive, if, for every A ~ N and w e (N u T)*, A *~v w implies 
w does not contain two occurences of A. 
LEMMA 2.2. The family of nonexpansive context-free languages i properly contained 
in the family of apl. 
Proof. We shall use a theorem of [7]: Any nonexpansive context-free language is 
equivalent to a derivation bounded set X for some cfg G = (N, T, S, P), i.e., w E X 
iff S ~v  wl ~e  "" ~v wh ~p w ~ T* and the number of nonterminal symbols in 
wl ,..., wh is less than some fixed integer k. 
Then we can easily construct an apg G' z (N, T, S, Q), where 
Q = {(A  1 , . . . ,  Ai_l, A i ,  Ai+ 1 ,..., An) ~ (A  1 , . . . ,  Ai_l,  y , ,  A,+I . . . .  , A,) [ 
1 ~n <k,  1 ~ i~nand(A  i--*yi) 6P ,At~N( j - - -  1 ..... n)}. 
Then A( G') = X. 
Nonexpansive cfl are properly contained in apl, because they are a subfamily of 
efl and hence do not contain the language {aibic*]i ~/O} (ef. example in Def. 2.1). 
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3. MAIN RESULT 
In this section, we present he main theorem of the paper and its proof. 
THEOREM 3.1. The fami ly  o f  languages generated by 2 f t  is equal to the fami ly  o f  apl. 
The proof of the theorem follows with the aid of the constructions and lemmas of 
this section. 
CONSTRUCTION 3.1. Let G = (N, T, S, P) be an apg in indexed form. We 
construct a left 2ft F with generated language A(G) .  The idea is that the set of produc- 
tions P becomes the input alphabet ofF.  I f  ~r I ,..., ~r k is the sequence of productions 
in the derivation of a word z by G, then given input word ~r I "" ~rk, F generates output 
word z. To describe informally how this is accomplished, consider the word 
wlA 1 ... WnAnWn+ 1 obtained after the hth production, where the w i are terminal words 
and the A i are nonterminal symbols. Then z = w lx  I ... WnXnWn+ a (Cf. Fig. 1). The 




parts w 1 ,..., wn+l of the output are produced by F while the pointer is within the 
initial input subword 7r I "'" ~r~,; the parts x 1 ,..., x n contributed by A 1 ,..., A n , respec- 
tively, are produced while the pointer is within 1rn+ 1 "'" ~r~. The pointer crosses the 
(h + 1)th input symbol ~rh+ 1 twice for each Ai--once to the right from state A i and 
once to the left to state Ai  L . 
More formally, let F = (M, S, {SL}) be a left 2ft where 
(i) K~ = {A, A L, A z I A e N},  Yv -~ T, X F = P. 
(ii) In the following, let ~ ~ P be of the form (A 1 ,..., An)  ~ (Yl ..... Yn), where 
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y~ = u i , lB i ,  1 " "  ui,miBi,rn ui.%+ 1 and Bi.j c N,  ui,~e T*, m i >~ O. Then define 
M 1 = {R(A , ,  7r, B~,I, u~a),L(B}, , , ,  rr, Ai  L, Ui.rn,+l) I ~r E P,y~ r T*}, 
B L M., {( <~ , rr~, U~.j+l , rrt, u~.j+l) [ rr ~ P, y~ ~ T* (N  tO {a}) T*}, 
M a = {R(A~, rr, Aft ,  y~), L (Af i ,  rr, A~ L, h) [ rr ~ P, y~ e T*}. 
Let M = Ma u M e to M a. 
The resulting automaton is well defined and deterministic because the grammar G 
was said to be in the indexed form. 
Lemmas 3.1 and 3.2 give the equivalence of the corresponding families of languages. 
LEMMA 3.1. A(G) C F(F). 
Proof. The Lemma is proved by the aid of the statement: 
(1) If  wlA l"''w~A,~w,~+l =.%""  : :>~lz~T*'  where rr jEP, k ~O,  w i~T* ,  
A i EN ,  then z -- wxx 1 "" w nx,w,+l and (A i ,  ~rr k "'" %,  A) ~M (A i  L, ~Trk "'" 7rl, x i ) .  
This statement can be proved by induction on k: 
For k = 0, (1) is trivially true. 
Suppose (1) holds for k -- 1 /> 0. Let rr k be of the form (A 1 ,..., An) --~ (Yl ,'", yn). 
I f  yi ~ T*, then x i -- Yi and 
(Ai , ~77"k '" 77"1, h) b---Ma (Ai E, 7rtc{ "'" 7rl, Yi) k--"M 3 (Ai L, ~77"k "" "w1, Yi). 
I f  Yi (~ T* and Yi = u i . lB i .a  "'" Ui.miBi,raiUi,*ni+l then x i = Ui.lXi, 1 "'" Ui.mXi,mUi,mi+l , 
and by the induction assumption and Constr. 3.1, 
(A i ) )T i l c  ""77"1, •) k---M 1 (BI,1)7rk~ "'" 77"1)gi.1) 
B L . ~-M ( i , l '  ~'gk~'" 771 Ui.lXi.1) 
b---M 2 (n i ,2  , 7rk~ .. .  ~T1, Ui,lXi.llgl.2 ) k~ M .. .  
B L ~-M ( i,m i , 7"rle~ "'" 7rl ,  gi . lXi . lgi .2 "'" Xi.rn~) 
~---M1 (Ai L, trek "'" rq , u iaxi,lui, ~ . . .  Xi,raiUi,mi+l) 
and (I) is proved. 
For the proof of the Lemma, suppose z ~ A(G), then S ~v  z e T*. Hence by (1), 
there exists v e XF* such that (S, ~v, ,~) ~-M (S L, ~v, z) and hence z ~ F(F). 
LEMMA 3.2. A(G) D F(F). 
Proof. First verify the following statement: 
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(2) If xy ~ Z(F), then L(x ~ y) = wlA1A1L ... wkAkAkLwk+l where k ~ 0, 
w i~T*andA i~N.  
This statement is proved by induction on [ y ]: 
For [y [ = 0, L(x~) E T* and (2) holds. 
For the induction step, suppose that (S, ~xay, A )= Uo~---,o ... ~---",-1 Un = 
(S L, ~xay, z) where a ~ X F , each /~i ~ M, and (2) holds with xa in the role of x. 
Recalling Def. 1.5,we note that L(xa ~ y) = Po(xa ~ y) ... Pn_l(xa ~ y) where Pi(xa ~ y) 
is either the ith output (if the pointer is within xa during the ith move), the ith state 
(if the pointer is within xa during the (i -- 1)th move and the ith move takes the 
pointer outside of xa), the ( i+  1)th state (if the pointer moves right to the boundary 
of xa during the ith move and stays within xa during the (i + 1)th move), or A 
(otherwise). Similarly, L(x ~ ay) = Po(x ~ ay) ... Pn_l(X ~ ay). We shall split L(xa ~ y) 
into subwords in such a way that each Pi(xa ~ y) is a part of one and only of them. 
We know that each Pi(xa ~ y) contains at most one occurrence of a state symbol and 
hence L(xa ~ y) can be split into the subwords in such a way that each one belongs 
to one and only one of the following cases: 
(i) Pi(xa ~ y) "" Pi+h(xa ~ y) ~- VlBIB1L ''" vmBmBmLv,n+l , where Bi , Bi L c KF , 
vi ~ T*, m ~ 1, (Bj L, a~, B~+I, a~, vj+l) ~ M 2 and R(A, a, B1, vl),L(Bm L, a, C, Vm+l) ~ 3//1 
for some A, C ~ K F . According to Constr. 3.1 this is possible only if there is a produc- 
tion of the type ( .... A, . . . ) -+ ( .... v lB 1 "" vmBmvm+ 1 ,...) in P. Then C : A L and 
Pi(x '~ ay) "" Pi+h(x ~ ay) = AA L. 
(ii) Pi(xa ~ y) . Pi+l(xa ~ y) ~ T* and U,+ x = (A E, xa ~ y, w). This is possible 
only if there is a production of the form ( .... A,...) -+ (..., Pi(xa ~ y) . Pi+l(xa ~ y),...) 
in P. Then R(A, a, A g, Pi(xa ~ y) " P~+x(xa 1' y)), L(A g, a, A L, A) ~ M 3 . Therefore 
P,(x ~ ay) " Pi+~(x tay)  = AA L. 
(iii) P i (xa~y) ' "P~+h(xa~y)eT*  and for every j, i~ j~ i+h,  U~----- 
(pj , x I ~ x2ay , $lj). Then Pi(x ~ ay) .." P~+h(x ~ ay) = P~(xa ~ y) ... Pi+h(xa ~ y), and 
the proof of (2) is completed. 
The Lemma is proved with the aid of the following statement: 
(3) LetL(x ~y) = w~A~A~ L ... wkAkAkLwk+i . Then w~A~ "" wkAkwk+ ~E AN(G). 
This statement if proved by induction on [ x [: 
From Constr. 3.1. and statement (2) it follows that L(~y) ---- SS  L, and we know that 
S c AN(a). 
For the induction step, suppose (3)holds forL(x 1' ay) = wlA1A L ". wkAkAkLwk+x 
where a ~ XF .  For h = 0 (that means L(x ~ ay c T*) the induction step is trivial. 
If k ~ 1, then we claim there exist ~ ~ P such that ~ = a and 
WlA1 "'" wkAkWk+l ::>~r WlYl "'" WkykWk+l 9
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For suppose there is no such ~. Then from Def. 2.2, condition (ii) and Constr. 3.1, 
for every B, z, R(A~, a, B, z) (~ M and consequentlyL(x t ay) ~ wxA~A~ L'" wkAkAkLwk+~ 
which contradicts the assumption. 
Suppose again that ~r is of the form (A1 ,... , Ak) --~ (Yl ,..., Yk)- Then let L(xa t Y) 
w1% ... wk%wk+l, where vi ~ (T w KF)*. (cf. Observ. 1.1.) Then we have for each 
i = 1,..., k the following possibilities: 
(i) vi~ T*. Then from Constr. 3.1 this is true only if R(A i ,a ,  Aft, vi) , 
L(Ai e, a, Ai L, A) ~ M3 and this in turn is true only if yi = vi . 
(ii) vi q~ T*. Then by (2) and Observ. 1.1, vi = ulB1B1L "'" umB~B~Lu,~+l. 
In view of the form of 3I, this is true only if R( A~ , a, B1, u~), L(Bm L, a, A~ L, u,,+~) ~ M~ 
and for every j, 1 ~< j ~ m, (B~ ~, at, B~+a, a t, u~+x) ~ M e . But this is true only if 
Yi : glB1 ' "  umBmUm+l 9 
Thus the proof of (3) is completed. 
For the proof of the Lemma, suppose w ~ f'(F). Then for some x, 
(s, a) t., w). 
Hence L(xt) = w and by (3), w ~ AN(G) and therefore w ~ A(G). 
CONSTRUCTION 3.2. Let E = (M, s, {r}) be a normalized left 2ft. We want to 
construct an apg G e such that for each xay ~ Z,(E), L(x t ay) is "simulated" by a word 
in AN(Ge). In fact, the grammar will "guess" in each step on the basis of L(x ~ ay) 
(a is a symbol) what L(xa t Y) is. There are always only finitely many possibilities. 
If any of the guesses is wrong, then no word is derived. 
For the purpose of convenient notation, nonterminals of G e will be couples of 
state symbols. The terminals will be the output symbols of E. 
First for eachp, q ~ K e , and b e X~ construct the following sets: 
V(p, q, b) = {y [ (p, tb, h) ~-M (q, '~b, y) and for no U, (q, tb, y) b---M U}, 
W(p, q, b) = {{y~(p~, P2) Y3(Pz, P,)"" (Pzn-z, P2n) Y2n+l I (P, 1' b, h) ~--m (Pl ,  bt, Y~), 
(P21, b~', A) ~-M (P2,+1, b~', Y2,+1) (i = 1,..., n --  1), 
(Pan, bt, A) ~-M (q, ~'b, Yen+l), i =/: j implies Pi :/: PJ and for all U, 
neither (Pei+~, bt, Y2i+l) ~--M U, nor (q, tb, Yen+l) w-M U}. 
Then V(p, q, b) and W(p, q, b) are finite. 
Let Pb denote the set of all productions of the form 
((pl ,  pc), (p3, p,),..., (pc,-1, Pen)) ze ,..., 
where iva  j implies p, @ pj and z i ~ V(Pei-t, Pei, b) U W(Pe~-I,P~i, b). Then 
Ge = ((Ke • Ke), Ye,  (s, r), P) is an apg, where P = [.)b~xe Pb. 
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This completes the construction. Remaining lemmas of this section give the equality 
of the languages generated by E and Ge 9 
LEMMA 3.3. A(Ge) C F(E). 
Proof. The Lemma is proved with the help of the statement: 
(4) If wo(ql, q~') wx(q2, q2') "" (qn , qh') wh ~e k woVlWlV2 "'" VhWh ~YE*, then 
there exists u e XE* such that (qi, ~u, A) ~"-M (qit, ~U, Vi) (i = 1 .... , h). 
Proof is by induction on k: 
For k = 0 the statement (4) is trivially true. 
Suppose now that (4) holds for k -- 1. Then let 
wo(ql , q~') Wl(q2 , q2') w2"'" (qh , qh') Wn ::~ ~r WoZxWlZ2W2 "'" ZhWn 
::~--1 WoVlWlV2 ... VhWh ~-  W ~ Yz*. 
Consider any zi .  
(i) zi ~ ]re*. Then zi ~ V(qi , qi', b) where 7r ~ Pb, hence 
(q,, ~ b, A) ~-M (q(, ~ b, zi)" 
(ii) z~r Ye*. Then zi = y~(p~ , P2) Ya(Pa , P4) "'" (P2n-x , Pen) Y2n+~  W(q~ , q~', b) 
where zr e Pb and vi = yxv2'yav4'  "'" v~nYzn+l .  By the induction assumption, there 
exists u such that (P2J-1, ~u, A) ~-M (P2i, ~'U, V~j) ( j  = 1,..., n). From the construction 
of W(qi , qi', b) we have 
(q,, ~b, ~) ~-M (P~, b~, y~), 
(P2J", b~, A) ~-M (P2J+I, b~, Y2s+l) 
and 
(P2n, b~, ~) ~-M (qi', ~b, Y2n+l)" 
Hence combination of both gives 
(qi , ~bu, A) ~-M (Pl , b ~ u, Yl) ~-M (P2 , b ~ u, ylv2 ') 
~M (P3, b t u, YlVz'y3) ~-M"" #M (P2n, b t u, ylv2'Y3 "'" v~n) 
~-M (q,', ~b u, ylvz'yz "" v~ny2,~+l) 
which completes the proof of (4). 
For the proof of the Lemma, w E A(Ge) implies (s, r) *~e w e Ye*. Then from (4) 
there exists u E Xe* such that (s, ~'u, A) ~--M (r, ~u, w) and hence zo ~ F(E). 
LEMMA 3.4. A(Ge) D F(E). 
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Proof. The Lemma is proved with the help of the statement: 
(5) If L(x  ~ y) = woPlPl 'Wlp2p ~' "" phPh'W~ where Pi and Pi' ~ Ke ,  wi ~ Ye*, 
then Wo(pl , p~') w~(p~ , p ( )  "-" (Ph, P,~') wh ~ AN(Ge). 
Proof is by induction on [ x 1: 
If Ix l = 0, thenL(]'y) = sr and (5) holds. 
Let a ~ X e and L(x ~ ay) = woPlPl 'wlp2p ~ . . . .  PhPh' wh , then from Observ. 1.1, 
L(xa ~ y) = WoVlWlV 2 "" %wh , where vi = Wi,oqNl' Wi.lq2q2' "'" qmqm'wi.,n with m >/0 
(i = 1,..., h). 
If m >~ 1, then (P i ,  ~a, A) ~Y--M (qt,  at, w~.o) and (q/, al', A) C-g (q~+i, aj', wi.~) 
( j  = 1 .... , m), (q,/, a]', h) ~-g (Pi', '~a, wi,~) and for all configurations U, neither 
(qj,  a ~, wi.j_l) ~--m U, nor (Pi', ~a, wi.,,) ~--m U. 
If m = 0, then (P i ,  ~a, A)~-M(Pi', ~a, vi), where for no configuration U, 
(p?, ~a, v3 ~,  U. 
Therefore ((p~, p~'), (P2, P2'),..., (Ph, P~')) -+ (Zl, z2 ..... zn) is a production of P, 
where each z i = Wi.o(ql , ql') wi.l(q2 , q2') "" (qm , qm') wi.m . Then 
W0(Pl, Pl ' )  wl(P2 , P2') "'" (Ph, Phi) Wh =>P WOZlgOlZ2 "" ZhWh E AN(GE], 
which completes the proof of (5). 
For the proof of the Lemma, take w ~ F(E). Then there exists u ~ XE* such that 
(s, ~u, A)~--m (r, ~u, w), hence L(u~)= w. Then by (5) we have w 6AN(Ge)  and, 
therefore, w ~ A( GE). 
Proof of Theorem 3.1. In Constr. 3.1 and Lemmas 3.1 and 3.2 we found for every 
apg in indexed form a left 2ft with equal generated language. Considering Lemma 2.1 
there is for every apg a left 2ft with equal generated language. 
Similarly in Constr. 3.2 and Lemmas 3.3 and 3.4 we found for every normalized left 
2ft an apg with equal generated language. Hence by Lemma 1.2, there is for every 
left 2ft an apg with equal generated language. 
This establishes the equality of the family of apl with the family of languages 
generated by left 2ft. Finally by Lemma 1.1 we get Theorem 3.1. 
4. CLOSURE PROPERTIES OF apl 
The main purpose of this section is to establish that the family of apl is a full AFL 
closed under substitution. From the other most important closure properties, it 
remains open whether the family of apl forms an abstract family of two-way deter- 
ministic languages [1] and whether it is closed under two-way gsm mapping. Some 
closure properties are also investigated in [2]. 
We shall start with the following definitions. 
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DEFINITION 4.1. Let Ybe a family of languages. A substition by Yis any operation r 
whose domain consists of words and sets over a finite alphabet X, such that 1-(A) ---- {)t}, 
~-(a) 9 Y for all a 9 X, r(a 1 ". ak) ----- ~'(al) "'" r(ak) for all k >/ 1 and aa ,... , ak 9 X, and 
~-(L) = 0x~L 7(x) for all languages L over X. 
We say 1/" is closed under substitution if L 9 1r and ~" is a substitution by It implies 
~'(L) 9 Y. 
DEFINITION 4.2. 
A set R is regular iff for some alphabet .4, R is a member of the least class C such that: 
(i) every finite subset of A belongs to C, 
(ii) if X, Y 9 C, then X u Y 9 C, 
(iii) if X, Y 9 C, then X"  Y 9 C, 
(iv) if X 9 C, then X* 9 C. 
DEFINITION 4.3. A family of languages is a full AFL  if it contains a nonempty 
language and is closed under union, *, concatenation, intersection with any regular 
set, homomorphism and inverse homomorphism. 
THEOREM 4.1. The family of apl is a full AFL closed under substitution. 
Proof. Ehrieh and Yau [2] obtained closure under substitution for the family of 
languages generated by 2ft. Hence in view of Theorem 3.1, apl are closed under 
substitution. For a direct "grammar" proof, see [14]. Also, the family of apl is closed 
under intersection with any regular set [2], [14]. Moreover it is obvious that a* is an apl 
for every symbol a. Hence by a theorem of [9], the family of apl is a full AFL. 
5. SOME PROPERTIES OF 2n~t 
In this section, we shall investigate some properties of 2nft. 
We begin by defining the notion of checking automaton (abbreviated ca). For this 
purpose we use the alphabets K, X and Y and the symbol ~ introduced in Section 1. 
In connection with checking automata, however, we refer to the symbols of Y as stack 
symbo/s. 
DEFINITION 5.1. A ca-configuration is any triple (p, x, y tY') where p 9 K, x 9 X*, 
and yy'  9 Y*. A ca-move-rule is a 5-tuple/~ = (p, q, x, a 1' b, a 1 ~' b 0 where p and 
q 9 K, x 9 X*, a and b 9 Y u {A}, and ab = alb 1 . A checking automaton (abbreviated ca) 
is a one-way nonerasing stack automaton which, once it enters its stack, never writes 
on it again. More formally it is a triple C ---- (M, s, K1) where M is a finite set of ca- 
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move-rules, s ~ K and K 1 is a finite set of states. We denote by Kc,  X c and Yc the 
finite sets of states, input symbols and stack symbols, respectively, that are explicitly 
mentioned in the description of C. For fixed ca C = (M, s, Kt), for any ca-move-rule 
/~ ~ M and ca-configurations U, V, U ~-,  V iff there exist w ~ Xc*, yy' ~ Yc* such 
that U = (p, xw, ya ~ by') and V = (q, w, ya t ~ bly' ). U ~--M V iff there exists/~ E M 
such that U ~---, V. ~-M is the transitive and reflexive closure of ~---M. 
X is an accepted word of C iff there exists y E Yc* such that (s, x, ~'y) ~--M (q, A, ~'y) 
where q ~ K t . The accepted language of ca C (abbreviated cal) is the set 27(C) of all 
words accepted by C. 
Our notation differs from the notation of [8], which uses the reading head instead 
of the pointer. All possible actions of a ca with the reading head can be described in 
terms of ca-move-rules as (p, q, x ,~b, a t ~ 61) and {(p, q, x, a '~ b, tab) [ a ~ Yc}, 
where p, q are states, x is an input word, and b is a stack symbol. Hence the reading 
head does not add any additional power. 
To show inverse, suppose we have a ca C in our notation with the pointer. Consider 
a ca-move-rule of the type (p, q, x, I' b, a t ~ bl). Then this ca-move-rule can be 
simulated by the following action of the reading head: In the state p, reading the letter b 
(or any letter if b = A), change the statep to the state q, erase x on the input, and move 
the reading head I at I letters to the right. 
Consider a ca-move-rule of the type (p, q, x, a i' b, al 1' bt), where a 4: A. Then 
the ca-move-rule can be replaced by the following two actions of the reading head: 
(i) In the state p, reading the letter b (or any letter if b = A), change the state p 
to the state (p, b), and move the reading head one letter to the left. 
(ii) In the state (p, b), reading the letter a, change the state (p, b) to the state q, 
erase x on the input, and move the reading head [ a t [ letters to the right. 
These two intuitively described simulations how, that the pointer notation and the 
reading head notation are equal. 
THEOREM 5.1. The family of languages generated by 2nft is the family of cal. 
Proof. To simulate a 2nft, the ca guesses the input of the 2nft and places it on its 
stack. Then during the simulation, the ca treats its stack and input in the same way 
as the original 2nft treats its input and output, respectively. After finishing this 
simulation, the ca ends on the right end of the stack, hence new move-rules have to be 
added which return the pointer to the left end of the stack. 
More formally, let F = (M, s,/s be a 2nft. Then construct a ca C = (M', s, {q}) 
in the following way: X c= Yv, Yc=XFw{$},  K c=K Fvg{q}. For each 
/~ = (p, a ~" b, p', a t ~' bt, x) ~ M, let /~' : -  (p, p', x, a 1' b, a t ~' bt). Then let m'  = 
{t ~' [ I ~ ~ M)  u ((p, q, A, ~$, ~$) I P E Xl} U ((q, q, A, a~, ~a) [ a E Yc}. 
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For the constructed ca C, we can show (p, txy, A) ~---M ~ (p', X ~'y, Z) iff 
(p, Z, ~xy$) ~--M ,k (p', A, X ~ y$) 
by induction on k. Hence w e/~(F) ifffor some u e X~*, (p, ~u, A) ~--M (r, u~', w) where 
r e K i . Then by the statement above this is true iff 
(p, w, tu$) C-M, (r, a, u t $) ~M'  (q, a, u t $) ~-M' (q, a, ~u$) 
and this holds iff w E 27(C). 
Hence X(C) = -P(F). Thus every language generated by a 2nft is accepted by a ca. 
To prove inverse, let C ---- (M, s, Ki) be a ca. Then construct a 2nf tF  = (M',  s, {r}) 
where X r ---- Ycw {r Yr = Xc,  Kr  ---- Kc  t3 {r}. For each 
t~ ---- (p ,q ,x ,a  ~b,a i ~bi)EM 
define /z' = (p, a 1' b, q, a I t bi,  x). Then let 
M '  = {/z' [/, e M} u {(s, ~r s, r h)} L) {(q, r r, r A) ] q e Ki} 
V {(r, ~a, r, a t, h) I a e Xr}. 
Again the simulation is straightforward and similarly as above, we have F(F) = S,(C). 
THEOmSM 5.2. The family of languages generated by 2ft is properly contained in the 
family of languages generated by 2nft. 
This Theorem is proved with the aid of Lemma 5.1. 
DEFINITION 5.2. 
A left-linear context-free grammar (abbreviated llg) is a cfg G ~- (N, T, S, P) where 
P is a finite set of productions of the form 
A~z with A~N and zE({A}uN) 'T* .  
L~MMA 5.1. I lL  C a* is an apl, then L is regular. 
Proof. Let G = (N, {a}, S, P) be an apg which generates L. Let l(lr) and r(zr) be 
defined in the same way as in the proof of Lemma 2.1. Then construct a llg G' = 
(N', {a}, S, Q) where N '  = {l(r r(Ir) [ ~r ~ P}. For every production 
r = (A1 ,..., A,)  ~ (yl  ,..., y,)  ~ P 
let 7r' = (A i "'" An) --* (Bi "'" Bin) zi "'" ZmZm+i where Yi "'" Yn = ziB1 "'" z,~B,~zm+i 
and Bi ~ N, zi E a*. Then let Q = {zr' I rr ~ P}. 
We can show the following statement by induction on k: S :~e k wiA i "" w~Amwm+i 
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with w~ ~ a*, A i~ N if[ S =>o k (A 1 "" Am) w I "'" WmWm+l. Then w ~A(G)  iff 
S *=>l, w e a*. Then by the statement above, this is true i f /S *=> o w ~ a*, and this holds 
iff w ~ A( G'). Hence A( G) -- A( G'). 
It is known [3] that the languages generated by the llg are regular, and therefore L 
is regular. 
Proof of  Theorem 5.2. The inclusion is obvious. For the proper inclusion, consider 
the language L ---- {an In is not a prime}. NowL is a cal [8]. Hence by Theorem 5.1, 
L is generated by some 2nft. MoreoverL is not regular [11], and therefore by Lemma 5.1, 
it is not an apl. Then by Theorem 3.1, L is not generated by any 2ft. 
This theorem is also proved in a different way in [2]. 
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